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SPECIFICATIONS 
Display: DLP™ from Texas Instruments
Native Resolution: True XGA (1024 x 768)
Data Compatibility: All standard VESA modes, VGA, SVGA, XGA and SXGA 85Hz 
Video Compatibility Full NTSC (M 4.43), PAL (BGHI, M, N), SECAM (M), HDTV (720p and 1080i RGBHV) 
Brightness: 1100 ANSI lumens
Contrast Ratio: 400:1 full on full off
Projection Lens: Zoom ratio 1.22:1; Projection ratio wide: 0.72:1; narrow: 0.59:1 (diagonal over distance);

Projection offset 111.3% typical; manual zoom and manual focus 
Light Source: 120 Watt UHP+
Lamp Life: 2000 hours
Digital Keystone Correction: +/- 20˚
Aspect Ratio: 4:3
Operational Noise:              37dB
Displayable Color Palette: 16.7 million colors
Image Configuration: Plug-and-project auto synchronization, auto tracking, auto positioning, auto source detect, and

auto black/white level detect
Connectors: CSV Video, VESA M1-DA (includes RGBHV, PanelLink Digital and USB)
Control: On-board, easy to use control panel
Dimensions: 6.68" x 8.63" x 2.0" (170mm x 219mm x 51mm)
Weight: 3 lbs (1.36 kg)
Power Supply: 100-120V, 200-240V at 50Hz-60 Hz
Power Consumption: 150 Watts
Warranty: Two-year standard product warranty on parts and labor. 24 x 7

Technical Support, free for the first 90 days, then a $35/incident
charge is required. One year of Priority Care™* is also included.
*(U.S, Canada, EU Countries, Norway and Switzerland only).

Ships Standard with: Analog cable: M1-DA to VESA 15 pin HD and USB; Video cables
(2): CSV to RCA and CSV to S-Video; Remote control; Power
cord, Carry Case

Optional Accessories: M1-DA Digital Computer Cable with USB (SP-DVI-D), Portable
Projector Stand (SP-STND), Portable Projector Screen 40"
Diagonal (HW-PORTSCR40), Portable Projector Screen 50"
Diagonal (HW-PORTSCR50),Deluxe Insta-theater Screen 60"
Diagonal (HW-DLXSCRN), Appian traveler (Digital/analog
CardBus PC card (SP-DVI-CARD), PC Guardian Lock (SP-LOCK),
Replacment Lamp-2,000 hour (SP-LAMP-LP1), Executive Leather
Case w/room for laptop  (CA-EXE-001), Deluxe Wheeled Travel
Case w/room for laptop (CS-WHL-002), Mind Path™ Pocket Point
Remotes (A86), Mind Path™ GyroPoint RF Remote (Gyro-RF)

www.infocus.com
In the Americas: 27700B SW Parkway Avenue,

Wilsonville, Oregon 97070-9215
1-800-294-6400 • 503-685-8888 • Fax: 503-685-8631

In Europe: Olympia 1
NL-1213 NS, Hilversum, The Netherlands

Phone: (31) 35 6474000    Fax: (31) 35 6423999
Freephone: 00 8000 4636287 (008000-INFOCUS)

In Asia: 9 Temasek Boulevard
#06-03 Suntec Tower 2, Singapore 038989
Phone: (65) 334-9005   Fax: (65) 333-4525

InFocus is a registered trademark and LP is a trademark of InFocus Corporation. All other trademarks are used
with permission or are for identification purposes only and are the property of their respective companies.
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E G I S T E R E D

Leadership built on quality
InFocus has earned its reputation as the world

leader in data/video projection. That’s why the

most demanding business presenters insist on

InFocus, which has set the benchmark for ultra-

portable projectors for years. You know you’ll

get unquestionable reliability engineered into

the most streamlined machine. And you’ll get

design elements conceived to put you in con-

trol, such as auto-sensing electronics to auto-

matically identify video signals and set up your

picture; a manual zoom lens and one-touch ele-

vator foot for perfect image focus and place-

ment; and digital keystone correction to let you

project an accurately proportioned image from

any angle in the room.

The new InFocus LP130 does it all, establishing

an elite standard that leaves competitors in the

dust. It is the digital projector without equal,

the must-have machine for stellar performers –

and the one that lets you show the world what

you can do.

Service you can count on
Because we believe top performance must be

backed with top service, InFocus offers you (2)

two-year warranty protection, which includes

technical support 7 days a week, 24 hours a

day, and one year of Priority Care* – we work

whenever you work! 

*(Free of charge for the first 90 days; available

in U.S., Canada, EU countries, Norway and

Switzerland only.)
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Projection Distances/ Image Sizes

Distance to Min. Diagonal Max. Diagonal
Screen Image Size Image Size
5 feet / 1.52 m 2.95 feet / 0.90 m 3.60 feet / 1.10 m
8 feet / 2.44 m 4.72 feet / 1.44 m 5.76 feet / 1.76 m
12 feet / 3.66 m 7.08 feet / 2.16 m 8.64 feet / 2.63 m
16 feet / 4.88 m 9.44 feet / 2.88 m 11.52 feet / 3.51 m
20 feet / 6.10 m 11.80 feet / 3.60 m 14.40 feet / 4.39 m
30 feet / 9.14 m 17.70 feet / 5.39 m 21.60 feet / 6.58 m
* Metric conversions are approximate



• 3 pounds – 

half the weight 

of typical 

notebooks

• Equipped with

every advanced

projector feature

• Brilliant 1100

lumens

• Outstanding

clarity and 

compatibility

with true 

XGA native 

resolution

• Seamless DVI 

connectivity

to digital 

and analog 

notebooks

• HDTV compatible

he projector to own. Only InFocus could produce the next must-have

business tool, the three-pound, full-featured LP130. This digital notebook

projector simply blows away the standards set by all previous contenders.

Truly revolutionary, it packs all the advanced features you demand into the

slimmest, lightest form factor available. In fact, the LP130 is the industry’s

first full-featured projector that weighs in at three pounds – about half the

weight of today’s typical notebook.

Completes your digital entourage
At such a tiny size, this business phenom can’t wait to move. Tuck it into

your briefcase and take it on the road—the LP130 is the ideal partner to

your notebook PC, completing your premier suite of digital tools. Each fea-

ture applies the latest advances in projector technology to deliver profes-

sional performance. You’ll dominate any meeting while projecting the most

brilliant colors, brightest display and sharpest resolution. And you’ll enjoy

seamless compatibility with every leading projector standard, as well as

full digital/analog connectivity. All engineered in an elegant, streamlined

design that perfectly complements your image.

A compact powerhouse 
The InFocus LP130 shatters all barriers on projector size. Finally,

you can flaunt a digital projector that’s significantly smaller than

your notebook – and a full two pounds lighter than any projector

previously offered by InFocus – without sacrificing a single state-

of-the-art feature. With a featherweight machine like this, your

meetings are more portable than ever. 

Like the tiny digital cell phone that replaced your clunky analog, it will

impress your audience every time you take it out… and you’ll wonder how

you ever got along without it.

Packed with bells and whistles
The LP130 has every premium capability the most demanding business

presenters expect. At 1100 lumens, it surpasses the criterion by which

users measure superior brightness. It incorporates true XGA resolution for

the outstanding image clarity that results from XGA resolution compatibili-

ty with your high-end digital notebook. Armed with its video feature, you’ll

wow audiences with effects that transform a workable presentation into a

stunning one. And, its built-in DVI connector gives the LP130 straight digi-

tal-to-digital connectivity to your notebook computer. Furthermore, this out-

standing projector is HDTV compatible, so you can tap into the excellence

of high definition images seamlessly and immediately and project them

flawlessly.

■ DVI digital and analog

connectivity with USB

■ 1100 ANSI lumens

■ True XGA (1024 x 768) resolution

■ 3 pounds (1.36 kg)

■ HDTV compatible
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